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Suggested coding practices

Outline
We’re aiming to briefly cover:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Defensive programming and fail-fast programming: concept
Defensive programming and fail-fast programming: examples
Code duplication: why it is bad
Comments: avoiding duplication
Comments: hard coding non-static information
Comments: example
Variable naming
Indentation: the Råback requirement
A bit more about version control and git
Segmentation faults: why you should be pleased when you get one

Defensive programming
Concept

“Defensive programming is a form of defensive design intended to ensure
the continuing function of a piece of software under unforeseen
circumstances. The idea can be viewed as reducing or eliminating the
prospect of Finagle's law having effect.”
(Finagle’s law: “Anything that can go wrong, will—at the worst possible
moment.”)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Defensive_programming

“Defensive programming defends against the currently impossible.”
http://c2.com/cgi/wiki?DefensiveProgramming
“Impossible things become possible when new people join the team.”
“Humans make anything possible when it comes to errors.”
http://c2.com/cgi/wiki?DefensiveProgramming

Fail-fast programming
Concept

“Fail-fast systems are usually designed to stop normal operation rather
than attempt to continue a possibly flawed process.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fail-fast

“Hiding errors lets bugs breed. Blowing up the application in your face
forces you to fix the real problem.”
http://johannesbrodwall.com/2013/09/25/offensive-programming/

Defensive programming
Example

Here a parameter is queried. Failure to find the parameter is checked
for, and a safe default value used to allow the program to continue.

Fail-fast programming
Example

Here, safe defaults cannot be implemented, and failure to successfully
retrieve a parameter value or associated variable is tested for and a call to
FATAL is made.

If these checks were not made a segmentation fault is a likely outcome

Fail-fast programming
Example

Here, attempting to use this code for a different dimensionality of the
problem is not safe.

It is ALWAYS sensible to include a default clause in a CASE structure.

Code duplication
What is it and why is it bad?

If two subroutines or functions share a significant amount of code (in
terms of functionality, not necessarily syntax), this is code duplication.
The extreme is two separate subroutines of code that are functionally
identical.
If one subroutine needs updating then presumably the other
subroutine should also receive the same updates. If the developer is
not aware of this, the two subroutines can diverge.

Ideal solution: restructure the code such that common code is put into
a single subroutine, which can be called from the different places that
previously held duplicated code.

Comments in code
Again, duplication can be a problem

Comments that essentially repeat what is in the code are also a form of
duplication. If the code is changed without the comment being
changed a new user/developer may be mislead by the comment.
Comments should never include non-static information. E.g. “set the
timestep to 200” (this I actually found in a ROMS repository for a line
that actually set the timestep to 400) is asking for trouble. You will
change the timestep, forget to change the comment, and the next
person to look at your code will be confused.
Well designed code should be close to self-explanatory, and need very
few comments.

Comments in code
A good example

This comment provides a summary of the aim of the following
code block. It does not repeat any details. It complements the
code.

Variable naming
Compromise is best

Code readability and navigability are helped by using variable names
that are meaningful without being cumbersome. Very long variables
names may be self descriptive, but can lead to long and confusing
lines, especially when coding up equations.
Here you might guess that DIM means number of dimensions and y0
is the y coordinate of the origin. And you’d be right. These variable
names are meaningful and are short enough to use in light code.

Variable naming
Not too short

Here I searched a code
section for the variable
“n”. It is hard to find a
single character variable
in the code, especially one
in lower case (Fortran
compilers are case
insensitive btw).

For example, I always use
ii or jj in my code instead
of i or j.

Code indentation
And the Råback requirement

Correct indentation in code makes it much more legible, especially when
using loops and or IF and CASE structures.
Peter Råback of CSC asks that indents in Elmer Fortran code should be 2
spaces. Note that the default emacs Fortran mode tab will give 3-space
indents. There is no official Fortran requirement that excludes either 2 or
3 spaces.
Thomas, do you know how to modify the emacs Fortran mode to allow
Peter’s requirement?
(setq f90-do-indent 2)
(setq f90-if-indent 2)
(setq f90-structure-indent 2)

Why use version control?
Lots of reasons, these are just a few

• Traceability. Retrieve any previous version of your code.
• Traceability. View logged developer comments and or version
differences.
• Collaboration. Colleagues can work on the same files at the same
time (probably through branching and merging).
• Collaboration. Your repository is probably accessible through the
internet meaning you can share development with anyone with an
internet connection.
• Backup. As a side effect, you have your code both locally and in a
remote repository (and probably on your colleagues hard drives too,
depending on how branching is managed in your project), ensuring
protection against failure of one location.

Why not use version control?
E r. . .

• Because you have to learn how to use it. I can’t think of any other
reason.

A few possible misconceptions

Git
• Distributed version control
• Powerful and flexible

• Available offline
• Non-intuitive commands
• Lots to learn

SVN
• Centralised version control
• Easy to learn

A few possible misconceptions

Git
• Distributed version
control system

Github
• Web host for git
repositories
• It is apparently possible to
use SVN to access github
repositories, but I have not
tried this…

A few possible misconceptions

Branch structure

Directory structure

The elmerice branch contains
all of the Elmer code,
including the glaciological
functions and solvers.

The elmerice subdirectory is
present in all the branches (in fact
nearly all the code is available in
each branch).

It is called elmerice because it
is intended to be used and
developed by the elmerice
community.

It is called elmerice because it
contains the glaciological user
functions and solvers.

Segmentation faults
Yo u s h o u l d b e p l e a s e d w h e n y o u g e t a s e g m e n t a t i o n f a u l t

A segmentation fault means a memory error has occurred. Memory
errors can occur without triggering a segmentation fault, and can lead
to erroneous results. If you get a seg fault at least you know about it
and can start to find and fix it.
“production” code should never seg fault. A seg fault is never user
error (Thomas might not agree with this). When developing, always
think whether your code could seg fault, and try to “fail-fast” instead.
A fatal error triggered by the code is MUCH easier to find and fix than a
seg fault.

Final remark
On examples of poor coding

I have come across examples of all the different things that can go
wrong that have been mentioned in this presentation whilst working
with various models in glaciology and climate science. The larger the
community of user/developers, the more important it is to protect
against these issues, which can cost a small amount of extra
development time to implement, but can save vast amounts of trouble
shooting and debugging time.
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